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About the cover

The cover graphic shows January climatological sea surface
temperature (SST) contours and areas covered by sea ice
(shown in black) from a new SST climatology being
developed by Dennis Shea and Kevin Trenberth of NCAR's
Climate and Global Dynamics Division (CGD) and Richard
Reynolds of the Climate Analysis Center in Washington, D.C.

Amy Solomon (CGD) used the NCAR Graphics utilities
EZMAP, CONPACK, and AREAS to generate the metafile
on the CRAY X-MP/48 computer. The metafile was then
locally translated to PostScript via ctrans prior to printing on
an Apple LaserWriter.

If you are interested in more information on the sea surface
temperature work being done by Shea, Trenberth, and
Reynolds, order their soon-to-be-published report, A Global
Monthly Sea Surface Temperature Climatology (NCAR/TN
345+STR) by calling (303) 497-8600.

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please
send your graphic, along with a description including SCD facilities or
software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab; or send e-mail to
guzy@ncar.ucar.edu; or call Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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by Bill Buzbee

Y-MP configuration upgraded

As most of you are aware of by now, the CRAY
X-MP/48 running COS was shut down
permanently on October 1. On October 5, we will
begin moving the Solid-state Storage Device
(SSD), the 4 disk control units, and 16 disks from
the X-MP configuration to the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano). The reconfiguration of the Y-MP is
scheduled to be completed by mid-October. Once
fully configured, the Y-MP will have 6 disk
control units and 24 channels with a total of 60
gigabytes of disk storage. We will be scheduling
the reconfiguration work to minimize downtime
for shavano. Please continue to read the Daily
Bulletin for the latest information on these
changes and how queued jobs may be affected.

For the time being, Y-MP memory and time limits
will remain the same: interactive processes have a
memory limit of 16 Mw and a time limit of 20
minutes; NQS batch jobs run between 07:00 to
15:00 Mountain Time have a 10 Mw memory
limit. These limits were set to facilitate the use of
symbolic debugging with cdbx. If you have
feedback for us about response time after shavano
is fully configured, please send e-mail to Ginger
Caldwell (cal@ncar.ucar.edu).

Once the Y-MP is fully configured, we expect it
to be a "solid number cruncher. ' We expect that
after you complete your conversions and become
familiar with UNICOS, you will find the Y-MP to
be a productive machine.

D1 node shut down October 1

Also on October 1, the D1 node, DOOS (Dicomed
Online Operating System) was shut down
permanently, as we have announced previously. If
you have not already done so, you must now
convert your pre-GKS NCAR Graphics codes to

GKS NCAR Graphics in order to produce one of
the file formats accepted by the Text and Graphics
System (TAGS), which is the replacement for
DOOS. The UserDoc titled "Converting Pre-GKS
NCAR Graphics to NCAR Graphics, Version
3.00" gives you step-by-step instructions for
making this conversion.

The switch to UNICOS

By now, you are probably heavily involved in
converting from COS to UNICOS. As part of this
migration, I urge you to examine the Software
News articles in this issue and in the previous
issues for details about some of the time-saving
UNICOS tools that are now available for your
use. And, if you haven't already done so, order
the latest versions of The UNICOS Primer and the
COS-UNICOS Conversion Guide to help in your
move to UNICOS. Also, if you are going to be in
Boulder, you might want to arrange your schedule
so that you can enroll in one of the UNICOS
classes, as described in "Additional UNICOS
classes scheduled" in this issue.

Contacting the Consulting Office

If you need help in making some of these
changes, contact the Consulting Office. However,
because of the sharp increase in the number of
people seeking the consultants' assistance, your
initial call may be routed more frequently to the
answering machine and the time it takes to
troubleshoot individual problems may lengthen.
User contacts with consultants for July and
August 1990 were up by more than 50% over
April 1990, and we expect this to increase even
more during the fall months.

Since increased walk-in traffic and phone calls are
causing longer delays, the consultants recommend
that you submit as many questions as possible via
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e-mail to consultl@ncar.ucar.edu. Please be sure
to include your telephone number in your e-mail
message, and a consultant will respond as soon as
possible.

Cray Research grants still available

Under a special grant from Cray Research, time
on the Y-MP is available to the academic
community in three categories of use:

1. Grants are awarded to academic researchers
from all disciplines, with special consideration
given to university researchers in the Rocky
Mountain region. A total of 2,000 CPU hours
are available a year, at no cost to the
researchers. Proposals for this category are
typically two pages in length.

2. Time on the Y-MP is available for classroom
use at the upper class and graduate levels.
Typically, each student is allocated

approximately 1/2 hour of CPU time to
complete class assignments. These grants are
available to classes in all disciplines, with
preference given to professors at Rocky
Mountain universities. Preference is also given
to classroom use in atmospheric, oceanic, or
related geosciences, regardless of the
universities' location.

3. For universities that prefer to allocate
supercomputer time by their own criteria,
Y-MP time is available on an "at cost" basis.
Total cost will range from about $150 to $300
per CPU hour, depending on the priority at
which computing is done.

Please tell your colleagues about these unique
supercomputing opportunities. For more
information, see the May 1990 issue of the SCD
Computing News, pp. 3-4, or contact Ginger
Caldwell by sending e-mail to cal@ncar.ucar.edu
or calling her at (303) 497-1229.
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British Prime Minister Thatcher visits NCAR

by Juli Rew

NCAR had an opportunity to brief a world leader on
August 3. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Great
Britain, who was in Colorado to accept an award from
the Aspen Institute, added NCAR to her itinerary to
learn more about NCAR research on global change
and other environmental issues. Much of the NCAR
staff turned out to greet the prime minister as she
toured the Mesa Laboratory in Boulder. She also
made a brief stop at NCAR's Research Aviation
Facility at Jefferson County Airport in Broomfield to
view its instrument-laden research aircraft.

Getting the global view

The private scientific briefing was led by Robert
Serafin, director of NCAR. Richard Anthes, president
of the University Corporation for Atmospheric

NCtAR's, arWNingAr icaf ro are ohsn(AD a C

Aviation Facility. (Photo by Charlie Semmer.)

Efforts to slow global climate
change would give nations
more time to adapt.

Research (UCAR), began with an overview of the
partnership between NCAR and the universities that
make up its parent organization, UCAR. Serafin then
described the overall NCAR research program. John
Firor, director of NCAR's Advanced Study Program,
brought the prime minister up to date on highlights of
solar and atmospheric research. These include using
data on solar oscillations to infer what goes on in the
sun's interior, measuring minute chemical species in

the atmosphere and oceans, and
performing increasingly realistic
simulations of explosive marine
storms in the Atlantic Ocean to
provide key information for
making better predictions.

Warren Washington, director of
NCAR's Climate and Global
Dynamics (CGD) Division briefed
Thatcher on NCAR global climate
change research. Washington
discussed the difficulty in
detecting the "signal" of global
warming out of the background
"noise" of the climate's natural
variability because global carbon
dioxide is increasing very grad-
ually. He said some regions might
actually experience long periods of
cooling. To help illustrate this, he
showed a global climate model
videotape depicting the potential
climate change with a doubling of
atmospheric carbon dioxide (a
doubling over nineteenth century

t the features of levels is expected to occur
AR's Research

sometime during the next century).
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Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher is greeted by Colorado Governor Roy Romer (far right); NCAR
Director Bob Serafin (far left); and UCAR President Rick Anthes outside the Mesa Lab. (Photo by
Bob Bumpas.)

Some important questions

The prime minister's background includes training in
chemistry at Oxford University and four years as a
research chemist. Thatcher handed NCAR scientists
several penetrating questions. "She asked questions
you'd expect from a science advisor to a head of state
[rather] than from the head of state," said senior
scientist Stephen Schneider of CGD. Serafin said a
frequent question was "How many of these changes
can be attributed to human activity?"

High Altitude Observatory (HAO) director Thomas
Holzer added, "She was well read in all the areas we
were covering. Her questions showed the insight of a
trained scientist, and she behaved as a scientist, not as
a politician. When John Firor touched on solar
research in his briefing, she wondered to what extent
natural solar variability could have produced a global
warming or whether it might counteract the effects of
greenhouse gases in the future. Firor replied that the
solar effects appear to be much too small to
counteract the predicted greenhouse effects, but that

there is a need to better understand the effects of solar
variability in order to provide a more complete basis
for understanding the anthropogenic [human-
produced] effects."

"I was impressed with the prime minister's excep-
tional understanding of the science and her grasp of
the complexities underlying the development of
reliable climate models," said Anthes. Thatcher in turn
complimented NCAR, saying, "I've had a fascinating
morning. As you know, I take a very close interest in
the subject of global climate change." She requested
that NCAR keep her informed by sending some of its
principal scientific research papers.

Spotlight on NCAR

Thatcher's entourage included a corps of 26 British
media and press representatives. Fifty American press
also received special scientific briefings. SCD director
Bill Buzbee welcomed the press with a videotape
about NCAR research and its computers, while
Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology (MMM)
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Left to right: Bill Mankin (ACD), John Gille (ACD), Warren Washington (CGD), and Walter
Dabberdt (ATD). Washington briefed the prime minister on progress in global change
research; Mankin, Gille, and Dabberdt were on hand to answer questions at the press
conference. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

Division director Philip Merilees summarized the
presentations that the prime minister was receiving
simultaneously. CGD scientist Thomas Bettge
narrated the CO 2 video that was shown to the prime
minister. Don Middleton-Link of the SCD Scientific
Visualization Group presented a video that shows
research on the growth of the stratospheric ozone
hole. This research is being conducted in the
Atmospheric Chemistry Division (ACD).

Several other scientists (some originally hailing from
Canada and Great Britain) were on hand to field press
questions, including John Gille and William Mankin
(ACD); Walter Dabberdt (Atmospheric Technology
Division); Kevin Trenberth (CGD); David Sime
(HAO); and Brant Foote (Research Applications
Program).

Reporters asked if it is possible to compensate for
global warming in some way, such as planting
vegetation or adding phytoplankton to the oceans.

Mankin noted that the oceans are a small source of
biomass but a possible important repository for
atmospheric CO2. Trenberth added that efforts to slow
global climate change would give nations more time
to adapt. For example, farmers could learn to prepare
better for extended periods of drought. He warned that
countries such as China are still eager to join the
industrial world, with its attendant high fossil fuel use
and generation of carbon dioxide, especially in coal-
fired power stations.

A British reporter observed that while issues of global
warming and climate are becoming increasingly well
known to the press and public, some countries, includ-
ing the United States, appear to be dragging their feet
rather than taking steps to slow down global warming
or acid rain (an important environmental issue in
Canada). Buzbee replied that he thought that U.S.
government officials feel it is important to gather
more information and to increase the exactness of the
climate models in order to make the most informed
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policy decisions on these topics. A "win-win" strategy
will involve increased conservation, he said.

Thatcher's visit also may be an indication that these
issues are beginning to receive more attention from
world policy makers. Recent cooperative agreements
such as the Montreal protocol curtailing the use of
chlorofluorocarbons to prevent further damage to the
stratospheric ozone layer are further encouraging
signs.

NCAR is involved in several activities with the U.K.
One collaboration is with Oxford University and
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, where a satellite-
borne remote sensing instrument, the High Resolution
Dynamics Limb Sounder (HIRDLS), is being
developed jointly with NCAR. The instrument will be
flown on one of NASA's Earth Observing System
(EOS) satellites.

Britain recently established the Hadley Climate
Prediction and Research Center. The Hadley Center is
expected to have a CRAY Y-MP8/832 with a

128-megaword Solid-state Storage Device (SSD) or a
more powerful computer, which will be dedicated to
climate modeling research. NCAR has been
collaborating with the Hadley Center to improve
computer models that show how clouds are formed
and interact with solar and infrared radiation.

In the area of supercomputers and climate modeling,
Buzbee notes that Germany is also planning to have a
supercomputer dedicated to climate model research--a
CRAY 2-S with four processors and 128 megawords
of memory. NCAR is leading the efforts to obtain
funding for a U.S. supercomputer dedicated to climate
systems modeling, Buzbee says.

As the scientific visit of Prime Minister Thatcher, her
party, and the press flashed to the media across the
U.S. and Europe, NCAR thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to demonstrate its work as one of the
premier global change research institutions.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group within the
User Services Section of SCD.

SCD Director Bill Buzbee fields questions at the press conference. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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Video spotlights computer technology and the
environment

by Lynda Lester

When SCD director Bill Buzbee learned that NCAR
was a contender in the Computerworld Smithsonian
technological awards program, he summoned three
people to his office: Operations Group head Bob
Niffenegger, film technician Andy Robertson, and
exhibit coordinator Susan Cross. NCAR needed a
video to submit to the awards committee, Bill
explained, and he wanted Bob, Andy, and Susan to
produce it-in two weeks. And so a tiger team was
born.

"A tiger team," says Susan, "is a group of staff
members working closely on a project for a short,
intense period. In our case, we were operating under a
very tight deadline."

Telling the story

The purpose of the awards program was to spotlight
the innovative use of information technology on
behalf of society (see "NCAR cited for technological
innovation," SCD Computing News, July/August
1990). Because NCAR had been nominated for its
unique Mass Storage System (MSS), Bill suggested
that the video show how the MSS helps scientists
analyze and respond to global climate change-
notably the greenhouse effect and ozone depletion.

"Susan pulled together written material from different
sources to serve as a basis for the text-that was a big
job," says Bob. "I supplied statistical information
about the computer room. Then we all sat down to
decide how to tell the story." After they had a rough
draft, he says, they edited. And did another draft. And
another ...

Lights, camera, action

Meanwhile, Andy had called David Baysinger,
executive producer in the audio-video department of
the Denver Museum of Natural History. Dave, who
had also done video photography for the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS), had worked with SCD in
the past.

The SCD video is now
available.

Dave arrived and began videotaping NCAR: the Mesa
Laboratory's futuristic exterior, SCD supercomputers,
scientists running climate models. He and Andy
collected videos previously shot at NCAR; they also
acquired footage from other sources: "A local TV
station was obliging enough to let us borrow a clip of
an astronaut walking in space," Andy says.

Computer-generated animation

Don Middleton-Link of SCD's Scientific Visualization
Group (SVG) helped out by supplying two computer-
generated animations. The first, showing greenhouse
gases superimposed on a rotating globe, was produced
as part of a joint project between SVG, Digital
Equipment Corporation, NCAR's Climate and Global
Dynamics (CGD) Division, and the American Society
of Technology Centers. Don worked with Ray George
of Digital and Tom Bettge of CGD to convert
Washington/Bettge climate model data into the
visualization.

The second animation showed concentrations of
atmospheric ozone above the earth from month to
month. "Ozone hole data were gathered by the Total
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer on the Nimbus 7
satellite," Don says. "NASA provided the data to Paul
Bailey and Cheryl Craig of NCAR's Atmospheric
Chemistry Division, and I worked with Wavefront
Technologies to create the imagery."

Cutting and pasting

"Once we had gathered everything together-
animations, video footage, slides-we were ready for
post production," says Andy. "That's where you 'cut
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and paste' visuals into the script to make a
meaningful statement. It's all done electronically-
and it's a time-consuming, mentally intensive job.

"We had 30 or 40 tapes to review, all in different
formats-some Beta, some U-matic, some VHS. They
were scattered all over the floor. We'd switch back
and forth from tape to tape-dubbing in a three-
second scene, not liking it, splicing in another. Then
we did the special effects, such as fades and ending
credits."

By the time they recorded parts of Vivaldi's Four
Seasons and Dvorik's New World Symphony onto the
sound track under Dave's voice narration, they had a
polished product.

And the tiger team made their deadline.

Good reviews

Though NCAR did not take first place in the awards
program for its MSS design, the video, "Computing
Technology and the Environment," was well received
by the judges.

But Susan, Andy, and Dave were not yet finished.
They immediately set to work improving the video.
"We changed the music, made minor text revisions,
and added some nature shots," Susan says, referring to
new footage taken on the mesa outside the NCAR
laboratory.

The video was pressed into service again during
Margaret Thatcher's visit to NCAR (see "British
Prime Minister Thatcher visits NCAR" in this issue).
While Thatcher was given a private briefing on global
warming and climate research, "Computing
Technology and the Environment" was shown at a
press briefing to 76 reporters from the local and
international news media.

Supercomputing and climate change

Environmental issues such as the greenhouse effect,
ozone depletion, and pollution require immediate
attention, the video points out. Proper understanding
of these problems depends on research from many
disciplines-and the storage and analysis of massive
quantities of data. To that end, the video concludes,

NCAR will continue to support the most efficient
computing resources and storage technology available.

To get your copy ...

If you would like to show "Computing Technology
and the Environment" at your institution, you can
order it by sending e-mail to susanc@ncar.ucar.edu or
by calling Susan Cross at (303) 497-1133. SCD has a
limited number of copies available in VHS format.

Lynda Lester is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within the SCD User Services Section.

Dave Baysinger, Bob Niffenegger, Susan Cross, and
Andy Robertson (not pictured) worked together to
produce a video on NCAR computing and the
environment. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)
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Additional UNICOS classes scheduled

by Nancy Dawson

The SCD consultants have scheduled three more
offerings of the UNICOS Orientation Class, October
23-25, November 12-14, and December 10-12. If
you haven't already taken the class, we urge you to
sign up now. And if you haven't yet signed up for a
class because you've been waiting for the "class
reviews," here's a sample of what class participants
have had to say on the evaluation forms:

"Excellent introductory course. Very focused--only
covered essentials without getting sidetracked on
tangential or esoteric minutiae. SCD (and Peter, of
course) have done a fine job here." [Consultant Peter
Morreale is the course instructor.]

". .. Time spent for this course was worth daily
driving of more than 100 miles!"

"I enjoyed the class tremendously. Coming from a
background of little UNIX, I now feel I am well
equipped to attempt to use UNIX as a tool and be
productive with it."

". .. A useful course and book. Thanks!"

The class will start with elementary UNIX and will
cover the UNICOS commands, utilities, and tools
required to get started on the CRAY Y-MP. The class
also provides basic information about NCAR's Mass
Storage System (MSS), graphics processing, and
software libraries.

The first two days of the class are lectures, with times
for optional hands-on practice sessions. There are no
lectures on the third day-it is set aside for
participants to try out what they've learned and work
on course exercises. The course instructor will be
available to answer questions on the third day.
Participants can use terminals in the Consulting Office
or terminals in their own offices during the three days.

To register for a class or for more information, send
e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or call the SCD
course enrollment line at (303) 497-1225. Please
register early!

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

UNICOS Orientation Class schedule

Date Location

Oct. 23-25 (Tues.-Thurs.) Director's Conference Room
08:30-16:30 daily NCAR Mesa Lab

Nov. 12-14 (Mon.-Weds.) Main Seminar Room
08:30-16:30 daily NCAR Mesa Lab

Dec. 10-12 (Mon.-Weds.) Main Seminar Room
08:30-16:30 daily NCAR Mesa Lab
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Last chance! Final COS-UNICOS conversion classes

The final COS-UNICOS conversion classes offered by
SCD are scheduled for October 16-17 and October
18. These classes teach users how to convert COS
codes to run under UNICOS.

Two types of classes

Users with no UNIX experience may sign up for the
two-day COS-UNICOS Conversion Class I on
October 16-17; it includes a brief introduction to
UNIX. Users with a working knowledge of UNIX
may take the COS-UNICOS Conversion Class II on
October 18. This class is faster paced, for users who
are already comfortable with UNIX. Both conversion
classes combine lectures with optional lab exercises to
help users convert their codes to run under UNICOS
on the CRAY Y-MP8/864.

Users with limited or no UNIX background may also
wish to attend the UNICOS Orientation Class
described in "Additional UNICOS classes scheduled"
in this issue. Although the Orientation Class will
repeat some material covered in Conversion Class I, it
will also include additional UNIX/UNICOS material.

All classes will be held from 08:30 to 16:30 each day.

Registration

If you need more information or want to register for
any of these classes, send e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or call (303) 497-1225.
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CF77: Survival guide for the Fortran compiling system on
UNICOS

by Jeff Kuehn

In last month's newsletter, we urged you to start using
the CFT77 compiler and explained its advantages over
using CFT. (See "Use the CFT77 compiler on
shavano," SCD Computing News, September 1990.)
The following article takes you the next step
forward-to using CF77, which is Cray Research's
new user interface to the Fortran compiling system. It
should be noted here that CF77 is not a compiler;
rather, it is a user interface to the Cray Autotasking
software, the CFT77 compiler, and SEGLDR. Cray
Research created CF77 to make the user interface
more compact and simpler to use.

The cf77 command acts as a front end for all the
Fortran-compiling system commands, including cft77
and segldr. Cf77 allows a program to be compiled
and linked with the necessary libraries by using only
one command instead of several. To encourage users
to adopt the new interface, all Cray Research's
documentation (including the man pages) present
examples using only cf77.

The basics of the cf77 command

The CF77 interface was modeled after the interface
for the UNIX cc and f77 commands: it requires only
one command to transform source code into an
executable absolute binary module. This means that in
its simplest form, cf77 is equivalent to calling cft77
followed by segldr, as shown in the following
example:

cf77 program.f

is functionally equivalent to

cft77 program.f
segldr program.o

Both of these examples will produce an executable
named "a.out"; however, cf77 is simpler and also

CF77 is not a compiler; it is
a user interface to SEGLDR,
the Autotasking software, and
the CFT77 compiler.

smart enough not to call SEGLDR if the compiler
finds errors. In the second example above, a user
script should check the exit status of the compiler to
be certain that the compilation had completed
successfully before invoking SEGLDR. One of the
following scripts would accomplish this. (Notice that
CF77 does the checking automatically.)

cf77 command:

cf77 program.f

C Shell:

cft77 program.f
if ( !$status) then

segldr program.o
endif

Bourne Shell:

if cft77 program.f
then

segldr program.o
fi

Either shell:

cft77 program.f && segldr program.o

The cf77 command provides the easier, cleaner
interface, especially when it is used in a script.

OCTOBER 1990
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SOFTWARE NEWS

Including libraries directory and the name is the filename.)

You may need to include libraries other than the
default system libraries when linking your programs.
This can be accomplished on the cf77 command line
by using the -1 option and specifying the filename of
the library to be included. Another approach is to
indicate the additional directories in which a library
may be found by using the -L option and specifying
the name of the library without the "lib" prefix and
the ".a" suffix. For example:

cf77 program.f -1/usr/local/lib/libxxx.a

or

cf77 program.f -L/usr/local/lib -lxxx

This will compile "program.f"' and then link it with
the default system libraries and "/usr/local/lib/
libxxx.a".

Note: With cf77, the -L option adds a directory to the
default search path. This is in contrast to the segldr
command, where the -L redefines the default search
path. See "Ncargf77 follows cf77 syntax" in this issue
for more details.

As another example, suppose the NCAR Graphics
libraries need to be included with the program. This
might be accomplished as in the following example:

cf77 program.f -L/usr/local/lib \
-Incarg,ncarg_gks,ncarg loc

or

cf77 program.f -L/usr/local/lib \
-Incarg -lncarg_gks -Ilncarg_oc

Naming the executable

If you wish to name the executable something other
than "a.out", use the -o option on the cf77 command
line, as shown here:

cf77 -o model model.f

This will compile "model.f', link the resulting object
module, and produce an executable named "model".

More about the compiling system

Besides the CFT77 compiler and SEGLDR, there are
three other programs that are components of the
compiling system. Any of these components may be
brought into action through the use of the cf77
command. Here is a brief description of these
components:

fpp

fmp

(Editor's note: The \ (backslash) followed by
RETURN in a command line is a standard UNIX
method that allows you to continue the command on
the next line.)

Note: The -Ldir should occur prior to any -Iname that
references a library in the directory specified in dir.
(The dir is replaced by the full pathname of the

cft77

Fortran pre-processor. This is the
Autotasking dependence analyzer. It
will analyze and rewrite Fortran
source code to improve vectorization
and will also analyze for parallelism.
Where parallelism is detected,
directives will be inserted to describe
how the existing parallelism can be
mapped onto the Cray computer
system's multiple processors.

Fortran mid-processor. This is the
Autotasking translator. Its purpose is
to expand the multitasking directives
inserted by fpp, essentially rewriting
the entire code to utilize multiple
processors.

Fortran compiler. This one should be
familiar. The CFT77 compiler is an
optimizing compiler that interprets
Fortran source code into what is
referred to as intermediate text. Scalar
optimization is performed on the
intermediate text, followed by
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vectorization. Once the intermediate
text has been transformed by these
optimizations, the compiler then
generates a relocatable binary object
module. It should be noted here that
fpp does not vectorize the code. The
fpp command merely rewrites the
Fortran into a form that the CFT77
compiler can vectorize more
efficiently. Also, while there is
considerable overlap in the range of
Fortran source code constructs that
cft77 and fpp recognize as
vectorizable, there are also enough
significant differences to make
processing a code with both
commands worthwhile.

as Assembler. The assembler translates
Cray Assembly Language (CAL)
source code into a binary object
module.

segldr Segment loader. The segldr command
links relocatable binary object
modules from specified files and
libraries to produce an executable
absolute binary module. This module
may (at your discretion) be segmented
into overlays-hence the name
"segment loader."

Passing options: A general approach

Because the cf77 command actually provides Fortran
programmers with an interface to five separate
programs (the dependence analyzer, the translator, the
compiler, the assembler, and the loader)-each of
which has a plethora of options, with much overlap
between programs-Cray had to come up with a
scheme for the user to access each of the options from
the cf77 command line. They had two goals in this:
first, the mechanism should be uniform, and second, it
should not require the user to relearn all the options.
Their solution is -W. It follows this format:

The x is a key letter specifying which component of
the compiling system is to receive the options in the
double-quoted string. The available key letters are as
follows:

-Wd"Autotasking dependence analyzer (fpp) options"
-Wu"Autotasking directive translator (fmp) options"
-Wf"Fortran compiler (cft77) options"
-Wa"Assembler (as) options"
-W1"Loader (segldr) options"

Thus, if you wanted to enable (-e) a loopmark listing
(-m) and a compiler cross reference listing (-x) while
also disabling double precision (-dp), you would use
the following command line:

cf77 -Wf"-emx -dp" program.f

In this case, the key letter f specifies that the options
be passed to the Fortran compiler.

Loader directives and options are passed as the
following example shows:

cf77 -W1"-m -DSTACK=10000+20000;
HEAP=50000+20000" program.f

(Editor's note: This command should be typed all on
one line, with no space between the semicolon and
HEAP. It is broken here for documentation purposes
only.)

In this example, -m requests a load map; -D sets the
initial sizes and the increments for both the stack and
the heap.

Accessing the Autotasking software

By default, the cf77 command only invokes the
Fortran compiler and the loader, but by using the -Z
option, you can request processing by other
components of the compiling system. It is used as
follows:

cf77 -Zx program.f

cf77 -Wx"string" program.f
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The x is one of the following key letters: p, v, u, c.

-Zp Invokes fpp, fmp, cft77 and segldr.
This option allows fpp to perform
vectorization enhancements and insert
multitasking directives into the code,
which fmp expands before the code is
compiled and linked.

-Zv Invokes fpp, cft77 and segldr. This
option allows fpp to perform only
vectorization enhancements on the
code before it is compiled and linked.

-Zu Invokes fmp, cft77 and segldr. This
option is used when the code contains
user-inserted multitasking directives
that must be expanded before the code
is compiled and linked.

-Zc Invokes cft77 and segldr. This option
is the same as the default. The code is
compiled and linked.

Only one -Zx option can be used at a time. If the
code being compiled is poorly written, poorly
optimized, or structured such that it is impossible to
optimize, the -Zp option can actually degrade the
code's performance and turn the program into a
genuine performance nightmare. If -Zp fails to
improve performance, use -Zv instead. The -Zv option
can be used on every code.

With cf77, the -L option adds
a directory to the default
search path.

Further information

For further information on cf77, see its man page or
these Cray Research manuals: CF77 Compiling
System, Volume 1: Fortran Reference Manual, SR-
3071 or CF77 Compiling System, Volume 4: Parallel
Processing Guide, SG-3074.

For further information on loader directives, see the
Cray Research manual Segment Loader (SEGLDR)
and Id Reference Manual, SR-0066.

For more information about performance-analysis
tools, see "UNICOS timing tools aid in optimizing
your codes" in this issue.

If you have further questions about compilers, please
contact an SCD consultant by using the information
on the back cover of this newsletter.

Jeff Kuehn is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Local command ncargf77 follows cf77 syntax

The locally written ncargf77 command uses the CF77
compiler interface and includes the NCAR Graphics
libraries. Since the ncargf77 command uses the CF77
compiling system, it follows the cf77 command
syntax when being used to include another local
library. This means that you use the -L option to
indicate the directory a library is in and the -1 option
to indicate the filename. For example, to include the
NCAR Graphics and the IMSLMA libraries, the cf77
command could be:

cf77 file.f -L/usr/local/lib \
-Incarg,ncarg_gks,ncarg_l oc,imslma

(Editor's note: The \ (backslash) followed by
RETURN in a command line is a standard UNIX
method that allows you to continue the command on
the next line.)

With cf77 and ncargf77, the -L means that you are
adding what follows to the default search path.
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In contrast, with cft77 and segldr, the -L means that to the default search path; segldr is a lower-level
the default search path is being redefined. So the command, and must allow for omitting or redefining
command lines to include the NCAR Graphics and the the default search path-a feature that is useful during
IMSLA libraries would look like this: some systems work.

cft77 file.f These two different definitions of the -L option have
segldr file.o -L/lib,/usr/lib,/usr/local/lib \ recently caused problems for some users who have

-lncarg,ncarg_gks,ncargloc,imslma tried to use -L with ncargf77. The use of the -L
option with ncargf77 is documented incorrectly in the

The meanings of the -L option are different because COS-UNICOS Conversion Guide, Version 2.0. This
of the different functions of CF77 and segldr. CF77 is has been corrected in the newly-released edition,
a user interface, and as such, must allow for additions Version 2.1.

UNICOS timing tools aid in optimizing your codes

by Anke Kamrath

Editor's note: This article first appeared in the
February 1990 issue of "Gather/Scatter," the
newsletter of the San Diego Supercomputer Center. It
has been edited to remove information specific to that
site and is reprinted here with permission.

Why timing?

Checking your programs to determine where most of
the computation time is spent is a valuable tool when
deciding which part of your code to optimize. By
identifying and limiting your optimization efforts to
only those sections of code that use the bulk of your
computation time, you can increase the code's speed
significantly and save yourself a lot of time.

UNICOS timing tools

To help you do this, UNICOS has several timing
tools:

prof Times individual parts of a program
(DO loops, subroutines, etc.) and uses
very little system overhead. Although
less precise than the other timing
tools, it is good for rough estimates.

flowtrace Times your program at the subroutine
level and potentially can use a lot of
system overhead.

hpm (hardware performance monitors)
Times an entire program and uses
little overhead.

perftrace Times programs at the subroutine
level and uses significant amounts of
system overhead.

All of these tools work with Fortran, Pascal, and C
codes.

Using prof

We recommend prof as the timing utility for most
applications. The following is an example of how to
use prof from the C shell:

cf77 -Zv -1 prof -Wf"-ez" vortex.f
setenv PROF WPB 6
a.out
prof -x > vortex.prof
profview vortex.prof
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The first command compiles and loads the program
with an option to invoke fpp for additional
vectorization analysis (-Zv) while maintaining symbol
table information (-Wf"'ez") and loading the prof
library (-1 prof). The second command sets the bucket
size to 6 (a bucket is a grouping of memory-address
locations; 4 is the default bucket size). The smaller
the bucket size, the finer the granularity in the timing
information reported (1 is the minimum). The third
command runs the program and generates a file
named "prof.data". The fourth command runs prof
with the -x option for postprocessing with profview,
the prof report-generating utility. The fifth command
runs profview, which prompts you for the type of
output you want (see the profview man page for a list
of reports available).

Table 1 shows a sample of profview output produced
with the M option, which produces a summary of
routines using 10% or more of the computation time.
You can see that the routine, VELOCITY, is the only
routine in the program timed that uses more than 10%
of the CPU time; it uses 66.67%. In the bottom part
of the report you can see that 100% of the CPU time
used in the VELOCITY routine was spent in S.20A,
which is the symbolic location for a DO loop with
label 20.

Using flowtrace

The flowtrace tool identifies those sections of your
program that use the most CPU time by reporting the
fraction of execution time spent in each subroutine,

NEWS

the number of calls to each routine, a list of routines
that call and are called by each program, and a call
tree of the entire program. The following is an
example of how to use flowtrace:

cf77 -Zv -F vortex.f
a.out > vortex.flo

The first command compiles and loads the program
and specifies the enhanced vectorization option (-Zv)
and the flowtrace option (-F or -ef with cft77). The
second command runs the program and redirects the
flowtrace output to "vortex.flo". The flowtrace
output is written to standard output. The flowtrace
tool uses significantly more system overhead than
prof.

Table 2 shows a sample of flowtrace output. You can
see that the routine VELOCITY used 97.58% of the
CPU time, for a total of 0.006 seconds. The routines
INITIAL and STEP each used less than .0001 seconds
(indicated by >). You can also see that the routine
STEP was called 10 times and VELOCITY was called
31 times. In the bottom part of the report you can see
the calling tree, which shows which routines call other
routines.

Using hpm

The hpm (hardware performance monitor) tool reports
the machine performance during program execution.
The hpm tool only reports information about entire
programs (unlike perftrace, which is described in the

Table 1. Sample timing report generated by profview with the M option.

List of Modules with More than 10% Activity

Module Name

VELOCITY

Hit Count PCT

12 66.67

ACCUM %

66.67 *******************

Listing of Symbols Within These Routines
Which Have > 10% Activity

Module Name Symbol Min Bkt Max Bkt Rel Addr Hit Count Modul%

VELOCITY S.20A 454 463 60 12 100.0 *****
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Table 2. Sample timing report generated by flowtrace

1 F L O W T R A C E -- Alphabetized summary

Page 1

0 Routine Time executing Called Average T

2 INITIAL > ( 0.21%) 1 > @00000326a
4 STEP > ( 1.89%) 10 > @00000441a

3 VELOCITY 0.005 ( 97.58%) 31 > Called by
* * TOTAL 0.006 43 Total calls

Called by VORTEX

Called by VORTEX

STEP VORTEX

1 F L O W T RAC E -- Calling tree

Page 2
1
2
3
4
5

VORTEX 00000241a

INITIAL 00000326a
VELOCITY 00000354a

STEP 00000441a
VELOCITY 00000354a

Table 3. Sample timing report generaged by hpm.

Group 0: CPU seconds

Million inst/sec (MIPS)
Avg. clock periods/inst

% CP holding issue

Inst.buffer fetches/sec
Floating adds/sec
Floating multiplies/sec
Floating reciprocal/sec

CPU mem. references/sec

I/O mem. references/sec

: 0.01 CP executing

22.91
7.28

79.60
0.09M

87.03M

110.89M

12. 16M
91.53M

0.12M

1062700

Instructions : 146038

CP holding issue : 845873

Inst.buf. fetches: 589
F.P. adds : 554750
F.P. multiplies : 706828

F.P. reciprocals : 77503

CPU references : 583426

I/O references : 768

Floating ops/CPU second : 210.08M

next section). The hpm tool has little system overhead
and requires no special compiler options.

The hpm tool can issue four system usage reports:
program summary (group 0), hold-issue conditions
(group 1), memory use (group 2), and vectorization
(group 3). The program summary report generally
gives the most useful information. The hpm tool only

generates one report per run. So to get more than one
report, you have to rerun your program for each

report. The following is an example of how to use
hpm to get output for group 0:

cf77 -Zv vortex.f
(hpm -gO a.out) >& vortex.hpm

Table 3 shows sample hpm output for group 0. This
output shows that the entire program ran for 0.01
seconds at a speed of 210.08 Mflops.
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Using perftrace

The perftrace tool gives the same type of information
as hpm, but it is broken down for individual units
within your program. Unlike hpm, perftrace uses
considerable system overhead. The following is an
example of how to use perftrace to get output for
each group (0-3):

cf77 -Zv -F -1 perf vortex.f
a.out > vortex.perf
env PERF_GROUP=1 a.out >> vortex.perf
env PERF_GROUP=2 a.out >> vortex.perf
env PERFGROUP=3 a.out >> vortex.perf

The first command compiles and loads your program
with the enhanced vectorization (-Zv) and flowtrace
options (-F) enabled, and loads the perftrace library
(-1 perf). The second command runs the program and
writes the output for group 0 to "vortex.perf". The last
three commands append output for groups 1-3 to

"vortex.perf'. Note that your program must be run
four times to get output for each group type. The
output for perftrace looks like the output for hpm (as
shown in Table 3), but it is done for each routine.

Note: Be sure to recompile without option -F after
you have completed your timing analysis because this
option affects your program's performance.

Other timing methods

Besides using these timing tools, you can also time
your program by inserting calls to the SECOND
routine directly into your program. See the man page
for SECOND for more information. Also refer to the
Cray Research manual UNICOS Performance Utilities
Reference Manual, SR-2040.

Anke Kamrath is a senior consultant specializing in
optimization and engineering applications at the San Diego
Supercomputing Center.
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New COS-blocked dataset utilities available on shavano A

by Tom Parker

To assist you in converting or using COS-blocked
datasets on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano), three
new local utilities are now available:

cosfile Describes the contents of a COS-
blocked dataset.

cossplit

cosconvert

Splits a multifile COS-blocked dataset
into single-file COS-blocked datasets.

Converts single-file COS-blocked
datasets into pure binary, text, or other
formats.

Here are the typical steps you might use to break up
and convert a multifile COS-blocked dataset:

1. Read the file from the Mass Storage System
(MSS), specifying transparent format:

tread local=myfilel format=tr \
remote=/USER/FILE/NAME

(Editor's note: The \ (backslash) followed by
RETURN in a command line is a standard UNIX

method that allows you to continue the command
on the next line.)

2. Analyze the structure and format:

cosfile myfilel

3. If it is a multifile dataset, split it up:

cossplit myfilel

4. If you need to convert the dataset to binary
format, use the -b option:

cosconvert -b myfilel

If you need to convert the dataset to a text
(character) format, use the -c option:

cosconvert -c myfilel

For more information on these commands, please see
their man pages on shavano.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.
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The bid command on UNICOS

by Tom Parker

The bid command on UNICOS is
a useful tool for maintaining your
own subroutine libraries in object-
module form.

The bid command has several nice
features. First, it provides a
convenient way to maintain and
make accessible many subroutines.
Second, it can save you General
Accounting Units (GAUs), since
the library routines are in object-
module form and therefore don't
have to be recompiled each time
(unless of course, you have
modified the source).

With bid, you can create a new
library, as well as add, replace,
rename, or delete routines in an
existing library; it can also display
a table of contents so you can see
which routines are in a library.
You can use bid by itself, or it
can be incorporated into a
makefile. (For more information
about makefiles, see "Managing
programs with make" in the July/
August 1990 issue of the SCD
Computing News.)

Comparing bid, BUILD, and ar

The bid command is the UNICOS counterpart to the
the BUILD command on COS, and is very similar.
We recommend that you use bid instead of the UNIX
ar command because bid is faster and provides
greater control over the library.

Consultant Tom Parker discusses UNICOS issues with Sally Haerer, head of
Consulting, and Robin Vaughan, the chair of the SCD Users' Group (right)
during a break at the Site liaison Worshop held in June. Brian Doty from the
University of Maryland is in the background. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)

The bid syntax

The simplified format of the command is:

bid keys[options] libname [arguments]

(Editor's note: The [brackets] in the above command
line indicate optional parameters.)
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Using bld can save you
GAUs.

Common keys include:

r Replace. Adds or replaces the module(s) specified
in arguments; places the change in libname.

t Table of contents. Displays table of contents of
libname.

d Delete. Deletes modules specified in arguments
from libname.

Common options include:

v Verbose. This provides feedback about each task
that bid performs. We recommend that you use v
with every key!

NEWS

z Used with the r key so that module names are
independent of filenames. Recommended.

e Entry points. Used with the t key to display entry
points. Recommended.

Recommended keys/options combinations:

Add/replace: rzv

Display table of contents: tev

Delete: dv

Examples

Below are some examples of the more common uses
of bid. For additional information on bid, please
check the man page.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Example 1: Creating a new library

cat subs. f
SUBROUTINE SUB1

# A typical file of Fortran routines

END

FUNCTION FUN1()
... END

SUBROUTINE SUB2

ENTRY ENT1

END

cf77 -c subs.f

bld rzv mylib.a subs.o

lwrite mylib.a

# Compile the routines; don't run segldr

# Create library mylib.a

# Save the library on the MSS
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Example 2: Using a library

cat main.f
PROGRAM EXMPL2
CALL SUBi
CALL SUB2

END
tread mylib.a
cf77 main.f mylib.a
a. out

NEWS

# Here is a sample main program

# Get library named mylib.a from the MSS

# Compile; run segldr using mylib.a library

Example 3: Adding and replacing

cat new. f
SUBROUTINE XYZ

END

SUBROUTINE SUB2

END
cf77 -c new.f

bld rzv mylib.a new.o # Add routine XYZ and replace SUB2

Example 4: Displaying the table of contents

bid tev mylib.a

Example 5: Deleting members

bld dv mylib.a :SUB1 :SUB2 # Delete members SUBi and SJB2

Example 6: Makefile

# This is an extract from a makefile
OBS = subl.o sub2.o sub3.o
mylib. a: $ (OBS)

bld rzv mylib.a $(OBS)
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Converting CONREC calls to CONPACK calls

by Adrianne Middleton-Link

If you are using any of the NCAR Graphics CONREC
utilities (EZCNTR, CONREC, CONRECQCK, or
CONRECSPR) and you are having trouble with line
patterns or array overflows, or if you have a hacked
version of the source code in which you fixed a bug,
it is time to convert to CONPACK. CONPACK, the
new contouring utility available in NCAR Graphics,
Version 3.00, has a more flexible user interface and
will help you make your contour plots more
interesting and more informative. CONPACK is a
completely new piece of code that fixes all the known
bugs and many of the "undocumented features" of the
CONREC utility. Although the CONREC routines
will be a part of NCAR Graphics for at least another
year, they have many known bugs, and the attempt to
make CONREC bug fixes will be minimal.

Converting from the CONREC family is relatively
painless. If you are using EZCNTR, simply replace
the routine name with CPEZCT. If you are using
CONREC, CONRECQCK, or CONRECSPR, replace
the routine name with CPCNRC. In all of the above

Example 1

CALL EZCNTR

cases, the parameter values should not change.
Example 1 shows the replacement calls.

There are several common reasons why you may have
modified CONREC source code, such as
* adjusting for work array overflows,
* setting the FX and FY mapping utilities, and
* choosing specific values for contour levels.

CONPACK contains fixes for all these problems, and
solutions for each are described in this article.

Adjusting for workspace overflows

To change the size of the work arrays (RWRK and
IWRK) in CONPACK, you will need to make two
CONPACK calls instead of using the CONPACK
routine CPCNRC. For example, if all you want to do
is to increase the sizes of the work arrays that
CONPACK uses, and you want a black-and-white
plot, call CPRECT and CPCLDR as shown in
Example 2.

(Z, M, N)

converts to

CALL CPEZCT (Z, M, N)

Similarly,

CALL CONREC (Z, L, M, N, FLO, HI, FINC, NSET, NHI,

converts to

CALL CPCNRC (Z, L, M, N, FLO, HI, FINC, NSET, NHI,
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Example 2

C Set up contour lines, and draw them

CALL CPRECT (Z,L,M, N, RWRK, LRWK, IWRK, LIWK)

CALL CPCLDR (Z, RWRK, IWRK)

In Example 2, CPRECT initializes CONPACK and
CPCLDR draws the contour lines. LRWK and LIWK
are the dimensions of the work arrays RWRK and
IWRK respectively, and all the other variables are the
same as in Example 1. CPRECT gives you complete
control over work array space when you declare the
work array sizes in your main program. If you don't
know how large to make LRWK and LIWK, there is
a technical discussion of how to size them in the
"Workspace Management" section, which starts on
p. 3-25 of the NCAR Graphics Guide to New Utilities,
Version 3.00. If you just want a quick and dirty
method for sizing your arrays, make LRWK and
LIWK large (10000) and run one of your more
complex plots. After your calls to CONPACK in your
code, add the lines shown in Example 3.

Example 3

CALL CPGETI ('RWU', RWU)
CALL CPGETI ( ' IWU' , IWU)
WRITE (6,*) 'RWU = ' , RWU, ' IWU = ' , IWU

After you add the lines in Example 3, if you don't get
an error message saying that not enough space was
allocated, set LRWK to the maximum of RWU and

NEWS

1000. Similarly, set LIWK to the maximum of IWU
and 1000. If you do get the error message about not
enough space, increase the size of RWRK or IWRK
until it goes away.

Note: In the case of sizing the arrays, CPCNRC is
designed to mimic CONREC, including the limitations
on array sizes, so you will have to use CPRECT and
CPCLDR to adjust array sizes, rather than using
CPCNRC.

Setting the FX and FY mapping utilities

Setting the FX and FY mapping utilities is reasonably
easy. There are several parameters that need to be set
with the CPSETx routine to change which mapping
CONPACK uses. For example, you must set the
following parameters:

1. Set 'MAP' to 1 for latitude and longitude data, 2
for polar coordinates, and 3 for a mapping of your
choice.

2. Set 'XC1' and 'XCM' to the minimum and
maximum values of your first map coordinates
(such as longitude or rho).

3. Set 'YC1' and 'YCN' to the minimum and
maximum values of your second map coordinates
(such as latitude or theta).

Example 4

C Call SET, and tell CONPACK that you have called it.

CALL SET ( 0.,1.,0.,1.,0.,11.,0.,11.,1)
CALL CPSETI ('SET', 0)
C Tell CONPACK to use polar coordinate system

CALL CPSETI ('MAP - MAPPING FLAG',2)

C Choose minimum and maximum rho values

CALL CPSETR ('XC1',1.0)
CALL CPSETR ('XCM',10.0)
C Choose minimum and maximum theta values

CALL CPSETR ('YC1',0.0)

CALL CPSETR ('YCN',60.0)
C Set up contour lines, and draw them

CALL CPRECT (Z, L, M, N, RWRK, LRWK, IWRK, LIWK)

CALL CPCLDR (Z, RWRK, IWRK)
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4. Set 'SET' to 0. (In the case of polar or user
defined coordinate systems, you will need to call
the SET routine and set your user and normalized
device coordinates for CONPACK.)

If you are using latitude and longitude data, you will
also need to initialize EZMAP. For complete
instructions on using the FX and FY mapping utilities,
please see pp. 3-16, 3-17, 3-55 and 3-56 of the NCAR
Graphics Guide to New Utilities, Version 3.00.

Example 5

C Tell CONPACK not to choose contour level
CALL CPSETI ('CLS - CONTOUR LEVEL SELECTIO:
C Set number of contour levels
CALL CPSETI ('NCL - NUMBER CONTOUR LEVELS'
C Specify first level

CALL CPSETI ('PAI - PARAMETER ARRAY INDEX'
C Choose value for first contour level
CALL CPSETR ('CLV - CONTOUR LEVEL VALUES',
C Choose line with label for contour level

CALL CPSETI ('CLU - CONTOUR LEVEL USE FLAG
C Specify second level

CALL CPSETI ('PAI - PARAMETER ARRAY INDEX'

C Choose value for second contour level

CALL CPSETR ('CLV - CONTOUR LEVEL VALUES',

C Choose line without label for contour le
CALL CPSETI ('CLU - CONTOUR LEVEL USE FLAG
C
CALL CPSETI ('PAI - PARAMETER ARRAY INDEX'

CALL CPSETR ('CLV - CONTOUR LEVEL VALUES',

CALL CPSETI ('CLU - CONTOUR LEVEL USE FLAG

C Initialize CONPACK

CALL CPRECT (Z, L, M, N, RWRK, LRWK, IWRK,
C Draw contours.

CALL CPCLDR (Z, RWRK, IWRK)
CALL FRAME

NEWS

If, for example, you wanted to use polar coordinates
in your contour plot you would replace your
CONREC utility call with the calls shown in
Example 4.

In Example 4, variables are the same as defined in
steps 1-4 under "Setting the FX and FY mapping
utilities" above, or the same as in Example 2.
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Choosing specific values for contour levels

To choose specific contour levels requires more
sophistication, but it also can be done with a few calls
to CPSETx. To set contour levels in CONPACK, you
need to:

1. Tell CONPACK not to choose contour levels.

2. Specify how many contour levels you want.

3. Specify which level, what value, the line style,
type of labels, and so on for each contour level.

The calls to do this look something like those in
Example 5.

The variables in Example 5 are the same as those
used in Example 1.

Parameter-setting calls (the CPSETx calls) should
precede the call to CPRECT when you want to choose

contour levels and labels. Since in Example 5 you are
choosing each contour level, the parameter-setting
routines precede the call to CPRECT. However, if you
wish to modify contour levels chosen by CONPACK,
CPRECT must be called before the parameter-setting
routines. For an example of how to modify contour
levels chosen by CONPACK, please see Example 2,
pp. 3-137 and 3-170 through 3-173 in the NCAR
Graphics Guide to New Utilities, Version 3.00.

If you would like to look at a working example of a
program that demonstrates making FX and FY
modifications, setting the work arrays size to fit the
problem, and setting specific contour levels, you can
get a copy from the Mass Storage System (MSS) in
the "/CONSULTl/conpackl.f' file. If you need help
in obtaining this file or have other questions, please
contact an SCD consultant by using the information
on the back cover of this newsletter.

Adrianne Middleton-Link is a graphics and applications
software specialist in the SCD User Services Section.
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Answers to questions about
plotting graphics on the Xerox
4050 laser printers

by Darrell M. Holley

There are four items you should keep in mind
when plotting a Computer Graphics Metafile
(CGM) on the Xerox 4050 laser printers:

1. The Xerox 4050 CGM translator is failing to
complete about 1 in 1000 of the datasets
submitted. These datasets are consistently
plotted up to a specific frame and then
abnormally terminated due to a translator bug.

Temporary solution: If you believe that a
CGM sent to the Xerox 4050 printers has
terminated prematurely, contact the
Consulting Office for advice.

Long-term solution: This problem is currently
under investigation and will be fixed in
version 5.2 of the Xerox CGM translator.
Watch the Daily Bulletin for an announce-
ment.

2. The NCAR Graphics POINT routine is
intended to generate a dot on graphical output
devices. POINT currently issues pen-up/pen-
down draw commands. On some of the newer
laser printers, including the Xerox 4050s, pen-
down is not sufficient to force a dot to be
drawn. These printers require some sort of
lateral movement of the pen.

Temporary solution: If you are looking for an
immediate fix, replace calls to POINT by calls
to either the POINTS or POLYMARKER
routines in NCAR Graphics to achieve correct
output on the Xerox 4050 printers.

Long-term solution: The Scientific
Visualization Group plans to solve this
problem in the next release of NCAR
Graphics. Also, Version 5.2 of the Xerox
CGM translator will contain a modification to
solve this problem. Watch the Daily Bulletin
for an announcement.

3. Monochrome laser printer hardware does not
support color or intensity. Because of this, no
attempt is made to use intensity values within
the CGM translation software driving the
Xerox 4050 printers.

Some users have requested that the Xerox
4050 laser printers emulate the way in which
color and intensity information are used by
the CRT-driven, black-and-white Dicomed
film recorders. The Dicomed software maps
color information into intensity and then
displays this information as part of each CGM
submitted. Intensity settings are inherent in
CRT technology. In contrast, laser printer
hardware does not support intensity; therefore,
there are no intensity settings to manipulate.

Some users have suggested that color and
intensity information be mapped into line
width. This approach would use increased line
width to indicate changes in color and/or
increases in intensity. Unfortunately, any
attempt to do this would cause a conflict for
users who set line width explicitly. Therefore,
no attempt will be made to emulate intensity
with the Xerox 4050 laser printer hardware.

Long-term solution: Read the next article,
"Line width in GKS," for advice from the
User Services Section on how to work around
this problem.

4. Line widths may sometimes vary due to an
interaction of software and device resolution.
The real width of some lines drawn by the
Xerox 4050 laser printers may vary, although
the software width values remain constant.
Xerox Corporation representatives have stated
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that this problem is caused by a combination
of Xerox-supplied laser printer-driving
software and the 300-dots-per-inch (dpi)
resolution of the Xerox 4050 printers. Xerox
representatives suggest we upgrade to one of
their 600-dpi laser printers if this subsequent
loss of detail is a significant problem.

No immediate solution: Currently, there are
no plans to purchase a 600-dpi laser printer.

If you encounter other problems with the Xerox
4050 laser printers or would like to give us more
feedback on the problems discussed here, please
send e-mail to holley@ncar.ucar.edu or call
(303) 497-1260.

Darrell M. Holley is a programmer in the System
Administration and TAGS Group within the SCD
Systems Section.

Line width in GKS

by Adrianne Middleton-Link

NCAR Graphics is based on the Graphical Kernel
System (GKS). If you have been using the pre-
GKS OPTN routine to set intensity and have been
printing on the Xerox 4050 laser printers, you will
notice that you have been getting lines of different
widths. In GKS, line width and line intensity are
two different line characteristics, and they must be
set with different options. Hence, changing the
intensity has no effect on the line width on the
Xerox 4050 printers under the GKS package. To
change the line width in GKS, you will need to

CALL GSLWSC (scale)

where scale is a real number greater than or equal
to 0.0 that specifies the linewidth scale factor. The
linewidth scale factor is applied to the default
linewidth on the device, so that, for example, a
scale factor of three would produce lines three
times wider than the default linewidth.

On the Xerox 4050 laser printers, it may be hard
to tell the difference between lines drawn with
similar scale factors. For example it may be
difficult to tell the difference between a line
drawn with scale = 4.0 and one drawn with
scale = 4.5, so we recommend that you use
widely separated scale factors such as 1.0, 3.0,
and 7.0.

Adrianne Middleton-Link is a graphics and applications
software specialist in the SCD User Services Section.

9600 V.32 modem support
announced

by Marla Meehl

SCD is pleased to announce that there is now
local and remote support for V.32 9600-bps (bits
per second) modems. The V.32 modem allows
full-duplex 9600-bps access using an industry
standard. This means that users can purchase any
V.32 modem and communicate with our V.32
modems at 9600 bps.

We have installed Racal Vadic V.32 modems on a
local phone number for users in the local calling
region. These modems can be used for 1200-,
2400-, and 9600-bps access, and will replace the
1200-bps modems currently accessed via this
phone number. The local number to call is
494-0472.

We have also installed Racal Vadic V.32 modems
on a 1-800 In-WATS number. These modems are
to be used at 9600 bps only. Users accessing these
modems must have a compatible V.32 modem. In-
WATS modem access is restricted to the IBM
4381 (IO) front-end computer and the CRAY
Y-MP 8/864 (shavano). When accessing the IBM,
users must use class: hio. When accessing the
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Y-MP, users must use class: hsh. To obtain the
1-800 In-WATS number and the current password
for accessing the Y-MP, users should call the
SCD user information line at (303) 497-1225.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the
Networking and Data Communications Group within
the SCD Distributed Computing Section.

Use QSUB time limits to avoid
runaway processes

by Ken Hansen

When using QSUB, if you specify a process time
limit (-It) of less than 600 seconds and do not
specify a request time limit (-IT), the request time
limit seems to default to the specified process
time limit +3. If the process time limit specified is
greater than 600 seconds and no request time limit
is given, the request time limit defaults to 360060,
or a similar large number. Therefore, we
recommend that you always specify both process
(-It) and request (-IT) time limits. For example:

# QSUB -1t900
# QSUB -1T930

(Editor's note: For batch submittals, the # sign is
part of the QSUB command.)

This strategy avoids having a runaway process
continue to run until the large, default, process
time limit is reached.

Ken Hansen is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

This column lists recently released SCD
documents. You may order these documents by
telephone or electronic mail. The instructions for
obtaining copies of SCD documents appear under
"SCD Documentation Orders" on the back cover
of this newsletter.

Order the new version of the
UNICOS primer

The new version of The NCAR UNICOS Primer,
Draft Version 1.2, September 1990 (418 pages)
adds more practice sessions and contains some
information not found in earlier versions. The
manual introduces the UNICOS computing
environment at NCAR and provides sufficient
information, examples, and practice for most new
users to become comfortable with UNICOS. Each
chapter begins with a synopsis of commands
introduced in that chapter, continues with a one-
or two-page discussion of key concepts, and
concludes with a step-by-step practice session
designed to exercise the user's new skills. This
tutorial manual helps new users grasp the basic
principles of UNIX and UNICOS, the vi screen
editor, UNICOS programming control language,
and UNICOS tools. It provides recommendations
for using the UNICOS system as well as
instructions for running jobs, viewing job output,
processing graphics metafiles, and using software
libraries.

Revised: COS-UNICOS
conversion guide

The new version of The COS-UNICOS
Conversion Guide, Version 2.1, September 1990
(128 pages) contains new information about using
TMPDIR and some corrections. If you have not
yet converted, you should order the new version
of this guide. It is designed to help users with the
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process of converting and moving codes
developed on the COS Cray computer to the new
UNICOS Cray computer. The document discusses
conversion considerations, gives examples of
common COS jobs and their corresponding

UNICOS job scripts, describes useful UNICOS
tools and commands, and offers pointers for using
scripts to submit jobs via the Network Queuing
System (NQS), UNICOS' batch job submission
utility.
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NCAR photographer Ginger Hein captured this image of fast-moving clouds, shadows, and the NCAR Mesa Lab

early one May morning. A framed, color print of this photo was presented to British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher as a remembrance of her visit to NCAR.
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Trademarks

CRAY, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks,
and CFT, CFT77, CF77, COS, SEGLDR, Autotasking,
CRAY Y-MP, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks
of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is a
registered trademark of Network Systems Corp. IBM is
a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.;
PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.;
PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems,
Inc.; CRAYFISHPAK is a trademark of Green
Mountain Software; and UNIX is a trademark of Bell
Laboratories. Reference to a company or product name
does not imply approval or recommendation of that
company or product to the exclusion of others.

Conventions used in this newsletter

Bold represents command names, options, and other
items that must be typed as shown.

Italics represent variables where you provide the
substitution (such as filename). In text, italics are also
used to highlight terminology that is being defined.

Quotation marks surround filenames, directories, and
pathnames to separate them from other text; however,
such quotation marks are not to be typed.

The \ (backslash) followed by pressing RETURN when
you are entering a command is a standard UNIX method
that allows you to continue the command on the next
line.

Courier type is used for Fortran programs, shell
scripts, and screen displays.

SCD Computer Schedule

The SCD computers run continuously, except for scheduled maintenance times and unforeseen equipment
or power failures. The computers may be unavailable during the following maintenance periods:

Computers Days Times (Mountain Time)

All computers Daily as needed 06:00-08:30
CRAY Y-MP Monday 05:00-08:30

Daily 06:00-08:30 (software)

Read the online version of the Daily Bulletin for updated information on the status of all SCD equipment.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
O Add to mailing list - Delete from mailing list [ Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL TO NCAR STAFF: Using the address names listed in the e-mail column
above, please consult the appropriate information given below based on the network you are using:

" Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu ([P node 128.117.64.4)
Examples:

SCD IBM 4381 (CMS): note consultl at ncar.ucar.edu
UNIX: mail consultl@ncar.ucar.edu

" BITNET users: To send e-mail to NCAR staff, use the Internet address given above. Please
consult your system administrator for the exact syntax.

" SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
" TelemaiVOMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the UserDoc, "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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